2D observers for human 3D object recognition?
In human object recognition, converging evidence has shown that subjects' performance depends on their familiarity with an object's appearance. The extent of such dependence is a function of the inter-object similarity. The more similar the objects are, the stronger this dependence will be and the more dominant the two-dimensional (2D) image-based information will be. However, the degree to which three-dimensional (3D) model-based information is used remains an area of strong debate. Previously the authors showed that all models with independent 2D templates that allowed 2D rotations in the image plane cannot account for human performance in discriminating novel object views. Here the authors derive an analytic formulation of a Bayesian model that gives rise to the best possible performance under 2D affine transformations and demonstrate that this model cannot account for human performance in 3D object discrimination. Relative to this model, human statistical efficiency is higher for novel views than for learned views, suggesting that human observers have used some 3D structural information.